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1.0. IMPORTANT 

GREAT CARE MUST BE TAKEN NOT DO DIVULGE THESE INsTRUCTIONs 
To BOTH CANDIDATES AND To UN AUTHORIZED PERSONS EITHER 

DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY. 

NOTE THAT YOU WILL NOTE BE ALLOWED TO OPEN THE ENVELOPE 

CONTAINING THE QUESTION PAPER BEFORE THE TIME OF 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE EXAMINATION. 

2.0. PREPARATION AND LABELLING OF CHEMICALS. 

2.1. QUESTION I. 

Prepare the following; 

0.05M Oxalic acid (H: C; O4.2H20) Soluion. Label it AA and allow 200Cm' per candidate. 
0.IM Sodium hydroxide solution. label it BB and allow 200Cm 
Provide phenolphthalein indicator label it (X) and methyl orange label it (Y) for sharing in 

the ratio of one or two candidates. 

2.2. QUESTION 2. 

Prepare the following; 

0.05M Sodium thiosulphate. Labei it XO alow 150Cm per candidate. 
IM Hydrochloric acid solutiou. label it YO and aliow 80Cm' per candidate. 
Distilled water and allow 150Cm' per candidate. 

3.0. NOTE TO THE EXAMINATIONS SUPERVISOR AND LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 

OR HEAD OF CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT 

Laboratory technician or head of chemistry department should perform an experiment for 

question I and 2 during the last thirty (30) minutes of the examination time and submit to the 

council the cexperimental data together with the candidates' results (Answer booklets). 

Contact casau@gmail.com +255755978786 
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Instructions 

1. This paper consists of two (2) questions. 

2. Answer all questions. 

3. Each question carries a total of twenty-five (25) marks. 

4. Qualitative analysis Guidance pamphlets, Non-programmable calculators may be used 
after a thorough check by the supervisor. 

5. Write your Examination Number on every page of your answer booklet(s). 

6. The following constants may be used. 

Atomic masses H=1, S=32, O-16, Na-23, C-12 

1Litre-ldm-1000Cm 

Contact: casau@gmail.com|+255755978786 
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1. You are provided with the following solutions, 

AA. Containing 1.575g of acid (HC204.XH:0) dissolved in 0.25dm? of the solution. 
BB. A solution of sodium hydroxide made by diluting 100Cm of 2M solution to make 2.0dm 

of solution. 
X. Phenolphthalein indicator (POP). 

Y. Methyl orange indicator (MO). 

PROCEDURES 

Titrate (AA) in the burette against BB in the conical flask until you get three titre values using two 

or three drops of suitable indicator among the given indicator. 

Questions. 

(a) 6) The volume of pipette used is 

(i) The volume of burette used is _ 

(i) What is the suitable indicator used? reason? 

Cm 
Cm 

(b) ). Cm of AA required Cm of BB for complete neutralization. 

ii) During titration the color changed from 
(ii) What is the acid base mole ratio? 
(iv). Write a balanced chemical equation for the reaction between AA and BB. 
(v). Write the total and net ionic equation between AA and BB. 

to 

(c) Showing all procedures calculate the value of X in (H2C-04.XH>0) and write the formula of 
the hydrated compound. 

2. You are provided with the following materials, 

XO. Is a solution containing 0.05M (NazS20:) Sodium thiosulphate. 

YO. Is a solution of IM (HCI) hydrochloric acid? 

Stop watch 
Measuring cylinder 

.White paper 
Beakers 

Distilled water 
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Procedures 

) Measure 30Cm, 25Cm, 20Cm', 1SCm,10Cm and 5Cm' of solution XO and put into 

separate 10OCm° beakers. 

(i) In respective solution above(i) add OCm?, sCm, 10 Cm,15Cm,20Cm° and 25Cm' of 

distilled water 

(ii) Draw a cross(x) on a white paper and place the first beaker 30Cm' on the X mark. 

iv) Add 10Cm' of IM of YO in the solution containing 30Cm of XO and start the stop watch 

then swirl the mixture twice and observe the disappearance of the mark X. 

()Record in tabular form the time(s) for disappearance of mark X, and the reciprocal of time 

(S) and repeat the procedures to the proceeding solutions. 

Questions 

(a) With exception to the first beaker containing 30Cm' of XO solution calculate the new 
concentration to the other beakers after adding water. 

(b) Why did the solution become opaque after mixing XO an Y0? 

()Write the net ionic equation for the reaction between XO and YO. 

(d) Plot a graph of volume of XO against time(s). 
i) What does the shape of the graph indicate? 
(i) From your table of results what does reciprocal of time represent? 

(e) What conclusion can you give from the graph. 
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